
Great golf demands BESTSAND™

BESTSAND™ has long been known as a leading name in golf maintenance materials. With the 

unsurpassed quality and playability of our bunker sand, golf mixes, and topdressing sand, it’s easy 

to see why. Now, with BESTSAND, you have a new tool in your arsenal: the superior service and 

consistent support of our team. When you team up with us, you’re supported by a rich legacy of 

credibility and performance. Our meticulously engineered top-quality sand and silica products 

have become legends of the industry, designed to accurately meet your golf facility needs. 

SIGNATURE 500 - High-quality bunker sand that delivers firm ball 

support and consistency season after season. An off-white color 

reduces glare and gives this sand a natural, premium look. Its 

consistent size, texture, and quality ensure long-term playability 

and quick draining to eliminate puddles and crusting.

SIGNATURE 700 - This blend gives you the versatility to maintain 

the firmness you desire for championship play or for the everyday 

golfer. No matter the characteristics you specify, you’ll have shot-

after-shot consistency with a championship level look. 

SIGNATURE 900 - Manufactured by crushing silica stones, this 

angular bunker sand adheres to the steepest bunker faces giving 

you the highest penetrometer reading for stable ball support, while 

still allowing for excellent playability. Superior quality, consistent 

texture, and white in color, SIGNATURE 900 delivers the consistency 

you demand, by providing the look and standard of play your golfers 

demand year after year.

Construction Mixes - Our BESTSAND construction mixes put 

facilities in top playing shape with consistent particle size and 

infiltration rates. Whether it’s the construction of a new course or 

a renovation, we can custom blend a mix to meet the expectations 

of superintendents. Our state-of-the-art custom blending 

facility yields absolutely precise mixes that conform to USGA 

specifications for superior quality and playability.

Topdressing Sand - Our wide variety of topdressing sands keep 

greens, fairways, and tees healthier, more playable, and easier to 

maintain. Our high-purity silica sand is the perfect fit for frequent 

light brush-in applications to avoid disrupting play and amending 

your current root zone for better performance.

Divot Mixes - A custom formulated divot mix of sand, topsoil, 

and peat that can be blended to meet the needs of your playing 

surface. It’s the ideal fix for divots on both courses and practice 

fields. Our sand’s permeability provides an excellent environment 

for proper seed development; nutrients may be added to mixes for 

enhanced grow-in. 

Bunker sand Construction and maintenance

For more information about BESTSAND high-performance golf sand,                                                   
please call: 800.243.9004 or email: Sales@CoviaCorp.com
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2800+ employees 45+ million tons of
total capacity

2000+ customers 1.3+ billion tons
of reserves

2600+ products $1.8+ billion in
revenue for 2018
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COVIA IN 
NUMBERS

Beaver, OH

Ottawa, MN

Oregon, IL

Camden, TN

Gore, VA

Emmett, ID

Tuscaloosa, AL

Lakeshore, ON

Junction City, GA

Chardon, OH

Marston, NC
Lugoff, SC

40+ plants

BESTSAND golf sand plant locations


